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The KLLP™ & The LIFE Languages™ System
Your Key to Success with Character Centered Communication
Life Languages International™, LLC (LLI), provides testing, seminars, and workshops to
strengthen communication skills and help employees, employers, organizations, and
departments, discover their LIFE Languages™. The LIFE Languages™ System teaches the
principal of Character Centered Communication empowering you to communicate
efficiently, productively and effectively. LLI is dedicated to “helping you and your business
speak the languages of success!”
Many times, what may appear to be management, racial, gender, class, or other diversity
issues actually may only be a communication issue. The LIFE Languages System™ and the
KLLP™ (Kendall LIFE Languages Profile ™) can identify the communication challenges and
help build effective teams to achieve the maximum efficiency. The goal of LIFE Languages
System™ is to help people (and organizations) reach their full potential through character,

YOUR SUCCESS PATH

communication, and effectiveness.
The most successful way to create a coherent individual and organizational culture is to
profile all organizational members from the beginning. By profiling all members at one
time, LLI can provide a directory listing all persons alphabetically providing their top three

Your KLLP™ Results Reveal:

languages and last language with, score, range, and intensity. The directory also includes a
summary of the LIFE Languages™ with instructions for effectively applying the insights

 Your Communication Style

provided by this analysis.



Through speaking events, workshops and corporate training, LLI has reached over 1000

Your Communication Style

businesses, corporations, hospitals, churches, schools, colleges, and civic organizations.

Reveals your Character


Your Character

Reveals your Passion


Your Passions

Reveal your Purpose


Your Purpose

Reveals your Effectiveness


Your Effectiveness

Reveals your Success!

Solutions for a Character Centered Company Culture
The KLLP™ and the LIFE Languages System™
CULTURE CONFLICT RESOLUTIONS
There are many assessments on the market, such as personality tests, skills analysis,
temperament behavioral profiles, and interest profiles, as well as aptitude, EQ and IQ
tests. Setting us apart from all other tests and profiles, the KLLP™ measures your
communication style. You will not find a more comprehensive, accurate, and definitive
communication style analysis tool as the Kendall Life Languages Profile™ (KLLP™)!


Discover incredible conflict resolution skills



Communicate efficiently with your boss, employees, co-workers and project
teams



Create healthy ways to connect with others



Reduce your stress and start living a balanced life



Develop your character strengths and reveal your passions



Strengthen your character weaknesses and reach your potential
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PERSONAL SOLUTIONS
Effective communication skills will
improve your relationships, increase your
income potential, and reduce your stress.
Taking the Kendall LIFE Languages™
Profile (KLLP™) you will have the most
comprehensive communication style
analysis tool on the market today!

TEAM & COMPANY SOLUTIONS
The LIFE Languages™ System takes
individuals past the focus of selfapplication facilitating the learning of all
seven of the LIFE Languages™. This is
where Character Centered
Communication empowers your team to
effectively communicate with all
members and more easily resolve
conflicts. Continual application of our
LIFE Languages™ Success Communication
Key eliminates conflict before it begins.
Creating a culture of harmony and health
provides the way to successful team
projects increasing company profitability.

LLI CORE VALUES

LLI SUCCESS COMMUNICAITON KEY
Individuals, teams, and companies
completing and applying the LIFE
Languages ™ System will learn to:
Go through the FILTER
To meet the NEED
To ignite the PASSION
And develop the CHARACTER



All individuals are unique.



All persons have both strengths and weaknesses.



Everyone should look for and encourage potential and
positive communication and character.



Individuals, families, and organizations can change and
control their communication.



Everyone should look for opportunities for selfdevelopment, growth, and success.



Communication (common-union) is a foundational key to
health, happiness, and effectiveness.



Learning and applying the Life Languages System™
harmoniously bridges personal, social, and occupational
differences.



Individuals can aspire to communicate an unconditional
acceptance that promotes peace.

LLI MISSION
To

strengthen

individuals

and

organizations

through the development of communication, skills,
and character, resulting in greater personal and
corporate effectiveness.
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CONSULTING
WORKSHOPS
SEMINARS
ON-SITE TRAINING
ONLINE TRAINING

Did you know that poor communication is in the Top 5 complaints of the
workplace environment? How important is effective communication to
you?
If you’re ready to improve your communication skills, eliminate conflict
and see dramatic improvements in your employees, teams, and
departments don’t wait any longer! Take charge of your communication
effectiveness and start reaping the benefits today!

What is Character Centered Communication?
Find the answer at www.lifelanguages.com/ccc
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